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THE HOMOTOPY  GROUPS  OF  SPACES  WHOSE

COHOMOLOGY IS A Zv TRUNCATED
POLYNOMIAL  ALGEBRA

ALBERT  SHAR

Abstract.    Let K be a 1-connected CW complex with

H*(K;Zv) = Zv[x-\lx*.

On such a space one can define a "Hopf" invariant homomorphism

h:TTQn-i(K)-^-Z in two ways. We prove both definitions are equiva-

lent and show that p7ri(.rî)~p7r,-1(S"-1) © „^(S5"-1) if and only if

there is an u.eirm-x(K) such that (h(a),p) = l. As immediate

corollaries of this we get a result of Toda on the homotopy groups of

the reduced product spaces of spheres and a well-known result of

Serre on the odd primary parts of the homotopy groups of spheres.

Let K be a simply connected CW complex such that H*(K, Zp) =

Zv[x\\xq, \x\=n, p a prime. Up to /^-equivalence Toda [14] has shown

that we may consider K=Sn'Ue2n'U- • -ue<?~1)n and we will restrict

ourselves to such spaces. For these spaces one can define the Hopf

invariant in two ways: The first is a homomorphism h:-nQn_x(K)-^-Z,

and is essentially a generalization due to James [8] of Steenrod's [12]

definition of the Hopf invariant, and the second, which we will show

generalizes the first, is a homomorphism H:ttí(K)—>-7rj+1(2(9-1>n.K) for all i

and is Toda's [15] generalization of G. W. Whitehead's Hopf invariant

[16].
We will investigate these Hopf invariants and prove the following.

Theorem 0.1. ¿ni(K)~viTi_x(Sn-v) © p7Ti(SQn~1) if and only if there

exists a. e iran_x(K) such that (h(a),p)=\. (VG is the group G\G where

Gc G is the subgroup of torsion elements whose orders are prime to p. PG

will be called the p-component.)

By taking K=S", James' qth reduced product space of S" [6], we get

the following results as corollaries.

Corollary 0.2.   Ifq<p, ^.(O-^.^S2"-1) © ^(S^-i).
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This is just 4.4 and 4.5 of Toda [15]. We will also show that this result

fails for q=p, w>l.

By taking K=S2m we get as a corollary the well-known result of Serre

[9].

Corollary 0.3. ^¿S2™)^^^2™-1) © ^(S^-^for all odd primes

P-
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dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of

Professor Gerald J. Porter. The author wishes to acknowledge the helpful

suggestions of Professor Porter and also those of Professor Joel M. Cohen.

I would further like to thank the referee whose criticisms and sugges-
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1. Hopf invariants. Consider L=S"IlUe"2U- • -KJe"'-1 with «i+1—1>

n>Zl and let «r=«1+«r_1. Given ß e trn_x(L) form K=L*Jße"r and let

xt be a generator in dimension «¿ of H*(K).

Definition 1.1. The Hopf invariant of ß, h(ß), is that integer m such

that xxx„    =mx„ .

James [8] has shown that this defines a homomorphism h:TTn_x(L)—>Z.

Note that if r=2 then h(ß) is the usual Hopf invariant as defined by

Steenrod [12].

Let ß e TTi(L) and let g:L->LvSn'-1 be such that:

(i) s|(L)"'-2=l, ((L)"'-2 is the nr_2 skeleton of L),

(ii) L-^-3LvSn"-1^-vL, where v is the retraction map, is homotopic to

the identity, and
(ni) g maps en'-1c:er,r-1 onto S*1'-1 with degree one, and ënr-1=g~1(SnT-1).

Since

7T,(X V   Y) ~ ^(X) © 77,(7) © 7Ti+x(X X    Y, X V   Y),

let p:tTi(LvSn*-1)^Tri+x(LxSnr-\LvSn'-i) be the projection and let

q:(LxSn'-\ LvS"'->)-*(S"'-'I, *) be the collapsing map.

Definition 1.2.    H(ß), the Hopf invariant of ß e 7r¿(L), is q*pg*(ß).

It should be noted that this definition is a direct generalization of G. W.

Whitehead's Hopf invariant [16] and appears in [15].

The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving

Proposition 1.3. If ß e TTnr_x(L) then there exists a generator ôe

irnrÇLn*-^L) such that H(ß)=h(ß)o.

James [8] in studying sphere bundles over spheres proved

Theorem. Let L=Sq Ua<?n and iq e ttq(Sq) be a generator. Then there

exists ß e 7Tn+a_x(L) with h(ß)=m if and only if the Whitehead product

m[a., ia] = a.*T,for some r e trn+a-2(Sn~1).
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This theorem and the lemmas preceding it all generalize immediately

to complexes L as defined above. We will therefore only state the results

we need. I would like to thank Professor Porter for communicating this

fact to me.

Let N=(L)n'-2 and a g 7Tnri_x(N) be such that L=Nuxen'-K Let

in e TTn (N) be a representative of the inclusion map /„ : S"1 c-»-Ar.

Theorem 1.4. There exists ß e trn_x(L) such that h(ß)=m if and only

ifm[y., in] is in the image of 0.^.77n_2(Sn'-^i)^7Tn_2(N).

Proof (James [8, p. 377]).

Let a e w„ _ (L, N) be such that 5(o-) = oc (i.e. the class of the attaching

map a), let /^-^¡(L)—>-7r¿(Z,, N) in the homotopy sequence of the pairL, N,

and let [a, in] be the relative Whitehead product defined by Blakers and

Massey [2].

Theorem 1.5 (James [8, p. 377]). Let ß e Trn_x(L). Then /'*(/?)=

«î[o-, in] + a o p where h(ß) = m and p e itn-^E"'-1, 5"r-i-1).

Finally let M=S7W-1VL with k{ e n^M) representing Si->-M) i—n4,

nr^x and let u:L<=+M be the inclusion.

Theorem 1.6 (James [8, p. 380]).   Let ß e tt„_x(L> with h(ß)=m. Then

g*(ß) = U*(ß) + m[Knri, Kn^ + KnTi o p.

Proof of 1.3. In this dimension q* is an isomorphism and observe

that tt„ r(LxS"r~K LvS"'-1) is generated by p([K„ri, KnJ). Assume that

p(ß)=m so that, by 1.6, g*(ß) = u*(ß)+m[Knr'~?Kni]+Knr a ° p. But

«*(/?) lies in the image of 7r„r (L) and K„r_ ° p lies in the image of

un _ (S'1'-1) in the direct sum decomposition of 7r„r_1(Lv5'"r-1) so that

'Kw*(|8))=/K*»r_I ° p)=0. Therefore

Pg*(ß) = mp{[Knrl, Kni])    or   q*pg*(ß) = mô

where ô is an appropriate generator of 7r„(2nr-iL).

2. Proof of 0.1. Let p be an odd prime, H*(K; Zf)~Zv[x\\x<>, \x\=n

even.

Assume a.eTTan_x(K) with (h(a),p)=l. Let a represent a : S^^^-K

and Zx the mapping cylinder of a. Replace the inclusion S""-1—>Za with a

fibration F1^E^+ZX and let (ET, dr) be the (modp) cohomology Serre

spectral sequence for this fibration.

Lemma 2.1.
E°2l=Zv,        l = n-l,

= 0, otherwise, 0 < / < f™-1.
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Proof. Since H*(E; Zp)~H*(S<>n-1;ZA we must have Zv=E\n~x~

ff*-*(.F; ZP). Let y be the generator of E2n~x such that dry=0, r<n,

dny=x-

Also since H*(Za; Zv)~Z\\x\\xq = Etü we get dn(y®xm)=xm+1 for

m<q— 1.

Lemma 2.2.   F is a Zv-cohomology n—l sphere.

All that we must show given 2.1 is that jf|«-"»."-i=£<«-i»»-«-i Gr

equivalent^ that E°2an-l=0.

Let (Er, dr) be the Serre spectral sequence for F^(E, S)^v(Za, S""1"1)

where S=p-1(S"n~1).

Then H*(ZX, S^^^^H*^ Uae9n; Zv) and, as we have assumed

«(a,/7)=l, we get H*(K <UX eqn; Zv)~Z\x]¡xq+1. As in 2.1 we have

y e £i2,,"~1 such that dny=x but now dn(y®xm)=xm+1, m<q, which implies

Lemma 2.3.   If there is a e ira7l_x(K) such that (h(<x),p)= 1, then

^(K) si „77,(^-1) © P»M(ST*).

Proof. Since F is a cohomology «—1 sphere we have /:5n-1-»-F

induces an isomorphism in Z„ homology and, therefore, an isomorphism

fif:pTTi(Sn-1)-+vTTi(F). But S"-1->fF-*S<in-1 is trivial and from the homo-

topy exact sequence we get a splitting and hence

^(K) ~ „»¿s*-») ® ¿"i-iiS"-1).

Proof of 0.1.   Assume h(a)=kp for all a e 7rnQ_x(K) and that

,»,(*) si MS9*"1) ® v^i-ÁS^1)-

Let L=(K)iQ-2)n with K=L u, el*~1)n. Since #*(#; Z^ZJx]/*» we

have (h(ß),p)=l and we have, by 2.3,

ML) si ^..(S"-1'"-1) © ^(S-i).

Further Ï.L-+K induces i^:v7Ti(Ly^-v'aA\K), one can easily see that

ii\vtTi-x(Sn~1) is an isomorphism and /"+|J)'7ri(S<î_1>"-1) is trivial.

Look at the following section of the homotopy sequence for (K, L) :

* J ♦
" ' " -► p^qn-lil-)-► An-lW-* v^an-Á^' I)

(2A) e *,       ,

James [6] has shown that iTqn_x(K, L)^Z©7ra71_2('S'<i~1)n"'1) and, by 1.5,
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/"*(<*) is «(a) times the generator of Z. Thus 2.4 yields

v'nqn-?.(Sn~V)-► p^an-ii^^1)-► v^an-lfß "        *" )

© © ©

^^(S^"-1) —> p7TQn_x(S«»-l) -X Z

—> ^an-2(5(8-1>"-1 -^ ^n-ÁS^')

© ©

—* ^Qn-ÁSn^) ■=»■ „^„-sí^"-1)

but u is  multiplication  by h(a.)=kp and  we  must have j,7Tan_2(Z,)~

J,7ra„-i(S(,~1)*~1) © »»„-«(S*"*) ©„Z*, which is a contradiction.

3. Appendix.   Corollaries 0.1 and 0.2 are easily proved by noting that

H*(ST;Zp)^Zp[x]lx^i if q<p.
To show that 0.2 fails for q=p by 0.1 it is sufficient to show that

Proposition 3.1. For m>\ there is no element a e tr2mp_x(Slnlx) with

Hopf invariant prime to p.

Proof. Assume there is an a. e ■n2mv_x(S2Zx) with (h(a),p)=\. Since

H*(S2™x;Zp)=Zv[x]lx* we have H*(S2™X \Jxe2m*;Zp)=ZP[x\\xp+i. But

Hardie [3, p. 248] has shown that this is equivalent to a nontrivial

mod/7 Hopf invariant

pm. fJ2m+ir^2m+l  (j ß2mp+l ■ Z ) -> H2m¡p+1(S2m+1  U e2mp+1 ', Z )

which does not exist [1, Theorem D].

S" is obtained from S"_x by S4=^_,Ue»"; call the attaching map [i]'"

(see [3]).

It is easy to see from the homotopy exact sequence for the pair

(S2™, S2™x) that 772mp_1(5,2™1)~Z©Torsion and we get

Corollary 3.2. [i]p e Tr2mp_x(Sl™x), m>\ generates an infinite cyclic

summand.

Let t be the generator of the infinite cyclic summand of TT2mp-X(S2™x)

such that [i]p=aT, a eZ+. Assume h(r)=b then h([i]p)=h(aT)=ab.

But H*(Q.S2m+i)=PD[x] and /íi(¡Q52m+1)~//i(5'2m). i^2m(p+l)-l.

Since Slm=S2v™x \Juxpe2mp we have h[i]"=p or ab=p. By 3.1 Ml.

Thus b=p and a=\.

Using 3.2 we get a result due to Hardie [3].

Corollary 3.3.    [/, [i']*-1] is of order p in Tr2mp_2(Sl™2), m>\.
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Proof. By [4] we havep[i, [i]',-1]=0 and if [i, [¡']p-1]=0 by 1.4 there

exists ß e S2Ü! with (h(ß),p)=l which contradicts 3.1.

We also get as a corollary the following well-known result due to

Hilton and Whitehead [5].

Corollary 3.4. Let v e 7r7(S4) be the attaching map of the quaternionic

projectiveplane (i.e., HP2=S4 Uv es). Then 2vjí [i, i].

Proof.    We have the following commutative diagram of cofibrations

2v
S7-► S4-► S4 U2v e8

S7 —^ S1-► HP2

By the five lemma we have H^S* U2v e8; Z^^H^HP2; Z3) and hence

get an isomorphism on the three component ^^(S* U2v e8)~37rHt(//P2).

Since H*(HP2;Z3)=Z3[x]lxi we have by 0.1 :

3ití(HP2) si 3^-i(S2) © 3nt(Sxx)    and therefore

MS* U2v e») ~ ^^(S3) + ^(S11).

Thus if 2v=[i, i] there exists a e ttxx(SI) such that (/¡(a), 3)=1 but this

contradicts 3.2.

It should be noted that in considering 0.1 the only examples of spaces

we have given have been reduced product spaces for spheres and for these

we get nontrivial Hopf invariants if and only if q<p. In fact, Adams

and Atiyah [1] have shown there exists no complex K with H*(K; Zp) =

Zp[x]lxp+1 forp an odd prime, |x|=« if «/2 does not divide/) — 1. So that

in these cases there can exist no element in ■trp„_x(K<p~1)n) of Hopf invariant

prime to p. It is reasonable to ask then if 0.1 is any more general than

Corollary 0.2.

But D. Sullivan [13] has shown that S2"+1 is a loop space mod/7 if

mjp—l. Therefore if we localize, in the sense of Sullivan at the prime p,

(S2™-1),, has a classifying space (BS2m^)p and   H*(BSn~1;Z„)=Z1>[x].

It is perhaps interesting to note that although in this case (S2m-1)p has

and Ax structure (see [11]), by 3.1, (SP_X)V yields an Av_x form which

cannot be extended to an Av form.
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